
 
 

 

 

ROSEASP AWARDED 2014 MICROSOFT DYNAMICS PRESIDENT’S CLUB STATUS 

RoseASP remains among the top five percent of Microsoft Dynamics Partners as part of the Microsoft 

Dynamics Presidents Club. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. (July 17, 2014) RoseASP, Inc., a provider of Hosted Microsoft Dynamics ERP and 

CRM, was named to the 2014 Microsoft Dynamics President’s Club, an honor reserved each year for the 

top 5-percent of Microsoft Dynamics partners worldwide, announced RoseASP Thursday. 

President’s Club members are honored for reaching key business milestones while maintaining a 

constant dedication to high levels of customer satisfaction.  Club Members actively pursue the 

advancement of the entire Microsoft Dynamics Community by developing innovative solutions that 

drive Dynamics customers’ business forward. 

“Each year we recognize and honor Microsoft Dynamics partners from around the world for exemplary 

performance,” said Neil Holloway, Corporate Vice President, Microsoft Business Solutions Sales & 

Partners.  “The award-winning partners contribute to the ecosystem and customer businesses alike 

through their exceptional commitment and expertise.  Microsoft is honored to recognize RoseASP for 

their achievements this past year and for their dedication and support of Microsoft Dynamics 

applications.” 

The recognition of Microsoft Dynamics 2014 President’s Club members was announced during the 

Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference (WPC) 2014, Microsoft’s annual premier partner event, which 

was held this year in Washington, D.C.  WPC provides Microsoft Corp.’s partner community with the 

opportunity to learn about the company’s road map for the upcoming year, establish connections, share 

best practices, experience the latest product innovations and learn new skills. 

“Our commitment is to always bring the human touch to the digital world.  To us that means delivering 

cloud hosted software solutions to our customers and partners with an emphasis on personal service to 

help improve their business processes and their user experience,” said Linda Rose, Founder and CEO of 

RoseASP.   “Receiving recognition from Microsoft for that commitment is extremely rewarding and we 

are very pleased to be able to extend to our partners and customers the assurance that we remain 

among the top partners in the Dynamics Community.” 
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About RoseASP 

RoseASP provides hosted Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM applications, specializing in heavily 

regulated industries and publicly traded companies. Since 2000, RoseASP has hosted systems for small 

and mid-sized companies and a growing number of Microsoft Partners around the world. With a highly 

skilled and experienced team of experts in hosting financial and accounting systems and related 

modules, RoseASP takes pride in customer service and providing The Human Touch in a Digital World. 

For more information about RoseASP, visit RoseASP.com. 

 

For more information visit http://roseasp.com/ or contact: 

Emily Norausky, (858) 794-9403, emily(at)roseasp(dot)com 

 


